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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This memorandum comments on heritage issues in relation to a proposal to construct a new 
dwelling at Lot 2, 23 Gaulton Street, Castlemaine. A planning permit (PA049/2019) was issued 
on 23 October 2019 by the Mount Alexander Shire Council for a 2-lot subdivision of the land at 
23 Gaulton Street, and Edmond and Corrigan Architects have been engaged by the owners 
to prepare a Planning Permit application for the construction of a new dwelling on Lot 2 at 
the rear of the property. 

The subject property is located within the Heritage Overlay of the Mount Alexander Planning 
Scheme and this report details the outcomes of our review of the heritage significance of the 
property and our assessment of the appropriateness of the proposal with regard to the 
relevant provisions of the Mount Alexander Planning Scheme.  

2.0 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY 
The subject property is located on the west side of Gaulton Street, approximately 50 metres 
south of Forest Street (Figure 1). The land at 23 Gaulton Street is 1,036 sq m in area and has a 
slight fall to the east. 

The subdivision approved in Planning Permit PA049/2019, created Lot 1 at the front of the 
property containing the existing single-storey Victorian house, and Lot 2 of approximately 
441.4 sq m in area at the rear with a link to Gaulton Street along the south side of the 
property. 

The immediate surrounding area is characterised by a mix of (predominately) Victorian, 
Federation and Inter-war single-storey dwellings, and the wide road reserve lined with mature 
elm and liquidambar trees. The properties immediately adjacent to the subject site at 21 and 
25 Gaulton Street contain Inter-war Bungalows. 

 
Figure 1. Location Plan (Google Maps 2019) 
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Lot 1 at 23 Gaulton Street is occupied by a single-storey, Victorian-era dwelling, most 
probably constructed in the 1870-80s. The building is of rendered brick construction with a 
hipped corrugated steel clad roof in a U-shape form with a central valley. There are extensive 
skillion-roofed additions to the rear linking the original dwelling with a brick, hip-roofed 
outbuilding. The main façade is symmetrically composed with a central door flanked by 
double-hung windows and chimneys at each end. The latter have been altered and the 
supporting posts of the front verandah, which spans the frontage of the house, have been 
replaced with a brick balustrade and cement piers, probably dating from the inter-war 
period (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2. Street elevation of existing dwelling at 23 Gaulton Street. 
 

The land now known as Lot 2 is relatively flat and is clear of outbuildings and trees and is 
abutted by the rear yards of the adjacent properties at 21 and 23 Gaulton Street, and of 3 
and 5 Goldsmith Crescent (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3. Aerial view of 23 Gaulton Street and its environs (Google Maps 2020) 
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Behind the subject property to the south-west, but not directly adjoining, is the former 
Castlemaine Courthouse at 7 Goldsmith Crescent, now occupied by the Castlemaine 
Historical Society. The former Courthouse is included on the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR 
No. H1682). The Victorian cottage diagonally opposite the subject property at 24 Gaulton 
Street, is individually identified in the Heritage Overlay (HO610). 
 

 
Figure 4. Lot 2 - Existing conditions from south-east (owner) 
 

 
Figure 5. Lot 2 – Existing conditions from north-east (owner) 
 
3.0 HERITAGE STATUS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROPERTY 
The land at 23 Gaulton Street, Castlemaine, is included in the Camp Reserve and Environs 
precinct (HO668) of the Heritage Overlay of the Mount Alexander Planning Scheme (Figure 
6). 
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Figure 6. Extent of HO668 of the Mount Alexander Planning Scheme with subject site circled. 
 

Schedule 1 of the Heritage Overlay (Figure 7) notes that: 
 External paint controls apply so a permit is required to paint the exterior of a building 
 Internal alteration controls do not apply so a planning permit is not required for 

internal changes. 
 Tree controls protecting trees of heritage significance apply to the property 
 Outbuildings and fences are not exempt from the notice requirements of Section 

52(1) (a) (b) and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1) (2) and (3) and the 
review rights of Section 82(1) of the Planning Act.  

 The heritage place (i.e. the precinct) is not included in the Victorian Heritage Register 
 The land has not been identified as an Aboriginal heritage place 

 
 

 

 

Figure 7.  Extract from Schedule 1 to the Heritage Overlay of the Mount Alexander Planning Scheme 

 
The Camp Reserve and Environs was originally identified as being of heritage significance in 
the City of Castlemaine Architectural and Historical Study, undertaken by Perrot Lyon and 
Mathieson in 1979, and subsequently included in the Heritage Overlay of the Mount 
Alexander Planning Scheme in the late 1990s.  
 

23 Gaulton St 
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There has been no subsequent review of the precinct and so the significance identified in the 
study at that time still prevails. The study noted the following elements with respect to the 
Camp Reserve and Environs: 

 This was the original area occupied in 1851 as the Camp Reserve for the Goldfields 
Commissioner and his Staff. 

 A number of remaining Camp Reserve buildings from the 1850s era – the first Court 
House, Sheriff’s Cottage and the Sergeant’s Quarters. 

 Other houses (built late 1850s-1860s) of architectural interest – for example, 31 Gingell 
Street and 24 Gaulton Street. 

 Curvilinear road layout 
 Recreation reserve and associated landscape elements. 
 The naturalistic environs of barkers and Forest Creeks. 

The significance of the precinct was noted as follows: 

This area is historically significant both in local and Statewide terms because of its links with 
the first official settlement on the Mount Alexander/Forest Creek goldfields. The remaining 
Camp Reserve buildings do not give much of an indication of the original layout of the Camp 
Reserve as most of the original buildings are now gone and the intervening street pattern has 
changed the orientation of this area. The curved street pattern is a departure from the overall 
grid pattern of the rest of Castlemaine. 

The study recommends a number of individual buildings be included in the Castlemaine 
Planning Scheme being: 

 Former Courthouse at 5 Goldsmith Crescent 
 24 Gaulton Street 
 4 Camp Crescent 
 31 Gingell Street 
 Sheriff’s cottage , Camp Crescent 
 Remains of former Church of England Chapel and Sunday School at rear of 18 

Gaulton Street 

It also noted that the recreation reserve would probably be included and that: 

 The remainder of the Camp Reserve area would probably be included in some form 
of normal residential zoning. As there is no overall physical historical reminders of the 
extent and character of the Camp Reserve (apart from the individual buildings) it is 
doubtful whether special protection policies would be necessary for this area. 
However it is possible that it would be desirable to maintain and enhance the existing 
environmental amenity of the area through development control techniques, for 
example, care should be taken in regard to road improvements which will not over 
“suburbanise” the area and desirable forms of new residential development should 
be defined. 

It is clear that the Camp Reserve and Environs heritage precinct is of significance to the Shire 
of Mount Alexander for its historical associations with the former Gold Commissioner’s camp 
and architecturally for the identified buildings. What is less clear is the significance that should 
be accorded to the remaining elements of the precinct, particularly as there is no attribution 
of “contributory” buildings within the precinct.  
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4.0 RELEVANT HERITAGE POLICIES AND PROVISIONS 
There are a number of policies and provisions relating to heritage in the Mount Alexander 
Planning Scheme which specifically impact on the proposal (those not considered 
applicable to the proposal have not been included below). They include: 

Clause 21.07-3 Heritage (VPP) 
Which includes the following objective relevant to heritage and the subject proposal, 
 
To preserve and conserve the significance of all Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal heritage 
places, 
 
and the following strategies to achieve the objective: 
 
Strategy 1.1 Ensure that all new developments within the Heritage Overlay harmoniously 

integrate with the heritage character of towns and areas. 
Strategy 1.2 Ensure all heritage places are conserved in a sympathetic manner and in ways 

that reveal the heritage value of the place. 
 
Clause 22.01 Heritage (LPP) 
 
Objectives  
To protect Mount Alexander’s heritage places in accordance with the accepted 
conservation standards of the ICOMOS Burra Charter. 
 
To protect and conserve Mount Alexander’s natural and cultural heritage.  
 
To protect and conserve the historic fabric and maintain the integrity of places of cultural 
heritage significance.  
 
To retain significant view lines to, and vistas of, heritage places.  
 
To preserve the scale and pattern of streetscapes in heritage places.  
 
To recognise and respond to the values and attributes of important townscapes.  
 
To ensure that additions and new works to a heritage place respect the heritage significance 
of the place.  
 
New development, alterations or additions  
It is policy to:  
 

Encourage the design of new development and alterations and additions to a heritage 
place or a contributory element to a heritage place to:  
– respect the pattern, rhythm, orientation to the street, spatial characteristics, 

fenestration, roof form, materials and heritage character of the surrounding historic 
streetscape; 

 – be articulated and massed to correspond with the prevailing building form of the 
heritage place or contributory elements to the heritage place;  
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– be visually recessive and not dominate the heritage place;  
– be distinguishable from the original historic fabric;  
– not remove, cover, damage or change original historic fabric;  
– not obscure views of principle facades; and  
– consider the architectural integrity and context of the heritage place or contributory 

element.  
 
Discourage elements which detract from the heritage fabric or are not contemporary 
with the era of the building such as unroofed or open upper level decks or balconies, 
reflective glass, glass balustrades and pedestrian entrance canopies.  

 
Performance standards  
The following performance standards apply in the application of the policy:  

 Setbacks from the principal street frontage should be similar to those of adjoining 
contributory buildings; where there are differing adjoining setbacks, the greater 
setback should be adopted.  

 Facade heights should be similar to the adjoining contributory elements in the street. 
Where there are differing facade heights, the design should adopt the lesser height. 

 Ground level additions and any higher elements should be located towards the rear 
of the site.  

 Particularly bright or synthetic colours designed to create contrast and hence draw 
particular attention to a building should not be used. 

 
Decision guidelines  
Before deciding on an application, the responsible authority will consider:  

 The heritage significance of the place or element as cited in the relevant Statement 
of Significance or Building Citation. 

 
Clause 43.01 Heritage Overlay 
Clause 43.01 covers the specific management and requirements for planning permits for 
places included in the Heritage Overlay. Under the provisions of the clause, a permit is 
required to construct a new building in a heritage overlay.  
 
The clause also sets out the following relevant Decision Guidelines to be considered by the 
responsible authority when assessing an application: 

 The significance of the heritage place and whether the proposal will adversely affect 
the natural or cultural significance of the place 

 Any applicable statement of significance, heritage study and any applicable 
conservation policy 

 Whether the location, bulk, form and appearance will adversely affect the 
significance of the heritage place. 

 Whether the location, bulk, form and appearance of the proposed building is in 
keeping with the character and appearance of adjacent buildings and the heritage 
place. 
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5.0 THE PROPOSAL 
The proposal, as described in the drawings prepared by architects Edmond & Corrigan Pty 
Ltd, is to construct an attic-style dwelling and free-standing single-car garage on Lot 2 at 23 
Gaulton Street.  
 
The proposed dwelling has a simple rectangular floor plan, 14.0m long x 7.5m wide, with living 
areas and a bedroom/study on the ground floor, and 2 bedrooms and a bathroom 
contained within a steep-pitched hipped roof. The building is to have a north-south 
orientation consistent with the alignment of other dwellings in the street and the garage is to 
be located at the south end of the lot opposite the driveway. The dwelling is to be effectively 
located directly behind the existing Victorian dwelling on Lot 1. 
 
The ridge of the roof is to be flat, approximately 0.8m wide and windows to the first floor 
rooms are to be provided via dormers. A verandah is located under the main roof at the 
south end of the building.  
 
The garage is to be 5.8m long x 4.5m wide and of a similar form as the dwelling. External walls 
to both structures are to rendered masonry and the roof is proposed to be clad with 
corrugated colorbond finished steel.  
 
6.0 ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL ON THE HERITAGE PLACE 
As noted above, the property at 23 Gaulton Street is located within the Camp Reserve and 
Environs heritage precinct, but has not been specifically identified as a ‘contributory’ 
building. However, it is reasonable to expect, that having been constructed in the mid to late 
Victorian era, and despite the alterations to the verandah, it be considered a streetscape 
element within the precinct. The adjacent buildings at 21 and 25 Gaulton Street, being of 
Inter-war origin, arguably have no direct connection to the architectural and historical 
significance of the precinct which is primarily due to its links with the first official settlement on 
the Mount Alexander/Forest Creek goldfields. Notwithstanding these aspects that potentially 
impact on an assessment of the proposal on the significance of the precinct, it is my view 
that the general scale and character of the precinct is of some significance and that new 
visible structures should have reasonable regard for this.  
 
It is noted that the approval of the 2-lot subdivision of 23 Gaulton Street indicates that the 
council considers the construction of a new dwelling at the rear of the existing dwelling on Lot 
1 as appropriate within the Heritage Overlay. The principle issue to be considered therefore 
when assessing the proposal, is whether the new dwelling and garage will adversely affect 
the cultural significance of the Camp Reserve and Environs precinct.  
 
Having regard to the relevant Heritage Policies and Provisions outlined in Section 4 of this 
report, the principle considerations are whether the location, bulk, form and appearance will 
adversely affect the significance of the precinct, and is in keeping with the character and 
appearance of adjacent buildings and the precinct generally. 
 
Location 
With respect to location, the proposed dwelling will have a generous setback from the street 
frontage, with the east wall of the proposed dwelling approximately 31.3m from the street 
boundary of the property, and the garage approximately 34.8m from the street boundary. In 
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comparison, the front wall of the existing cottage on Lot 1 is set back approximately 7.5m 
from the boundary, the front setback of 25 Gaulton Street is approximately 5.5m and the 
setback of 21 Gaulton Street approximately 9.0m. The location of the proposed dwelling 
relative to the street boundary, will result in limited visibility of the buildings from the public 
domain.  
 
The new buildings would be most visible when viewed from the opposite footpath directly in 
front of 21 Gaulton Street, through to a point in line with the south wall of the existing dwelling 
at 23 Gaulton Street (Figs. 8-13). Due to the screening provided by the existing dwelling at 25 
Gaulton Street, the street trees and the large trees along the south boundary of 25 Gaulton 
Street, it is highly unlikely that the new dwelling would be visible at all from the north-east. 
Even in the event of the loss of all existing trees, visibility would be limited to a narrow gap 
between the existing dwellings.  
 
The existing dwelling on Lot 1, 23 Gaulton Street, is set quite high relative to the natural ground 
level and so will significantly screen the new building when viewed from a point 1.7m above 
the footpath directly opposite the property. The roof of the new dwelling will also be seen 
against the mature trees in the properties behind, rather than silhouetted against the skyline.  
 

  
Fig.8  21 Gaulton St Fig.9  View between 21 and 23 Gaulton St to site 

 

  
Fig.10  23 Gaulton St Fig.11  North side of 23 Gaulton St 
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Fig.12  South side of 25 Gaulton St. Fig.13  25 Gaulton St. 

 
Scale and Form 
The scale and form of the building is appropriate to the location. The building is not large, 
with a footprint no larger than the surrounding dwellings (refer to Figure 3), and its simple, 
hipped roof form, although steeper than those in the immediate vicinity, serves to reduce the 
bulk of the building to successfully accommodate the first floor. The form of the building is not 
directly drawn from those in the immediate vicinity, which is a mix of Victorian, Federation, 
Inter-war and post-WW2 dwellings, with roof pitches ranging from approximately 25 degrees 
to 35 degrees, but in this context, the pitched roof form of the proposed dwelling is consistent 
with those of nearby buildings. The use of dormers in the roof is not common in Castlemaine, 
but only the one at the south end of the east elevation is likely to be visible and will not have 
a significant visual impact on the streetscape.  
 
Appearance 
With respect to the appearance of the proposed building, the simple hip-roofed form is 
consistent with the Victorian, Federation and Inter-war character of the Gaulton Street 
streetscape. The general appearance is considered appropriate and will not adversely 
impact on the aesthetic qualities of the precinct. 
 
Summary 
Having regard for the above and the heritage provisions of the Mount Alexander Planning 
Scheme it is considered that the dwelling and garage proposed to be constructed on Lot 2 
at 23 Gaulton Street, Castlemaine: 

 will not physically impact on existing heritage fabric, 
 will not impact on significant view lines to, and vistas of, heritage places 
 will not impact on the scale and pattern of the existing streetscape 
 respects the heritage significance of the Camp Reserve and Environs heritage 

precinct through its discreet location, small scale and sympathetic form 
 will be visually recessive and will not dominate the heritage place 
 will be distinguishable from nearby heritage fabric (i.e. the existing Victorian Cottage 

on Lot 1) 
 will not conceal original heritage fabric 
 has appropriately considered the architectural integrity and context of the heritage 

place (i.e. the Camp Reserve and Environs precinct). 
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7.0 CONCLUSION 
The proposal is considered to be an appropriate design response within the Camp Reserve 
and Environs heritage precinct that will not have an adverse impact on either the identified 
significance of the heritage place, or on the character of the Victorian and Inter-war 
streetscape. The structure is of a scale and form that respects the built form character of the 
precinct, is simply detailed, and set back sufficiently to limit visibility from the public domain 
and will allow the pre-eminence of the existing dwellings to remain intact.  

Having regard for the above, it is my view that the proposal will not adversely affect the 
significance of the Camp Reserve and Environs heritage precinct. 

 

Ian Coleman B.Arch (Hons) AIA 
Coleman Architects Pty Ltd 
Architects + Heritage Consultants 
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1. Purpose
Mount Alexander Shire Council recognises that the involvement of our communities in making 
decisions and plans is fundamental to good governance. This Policy establishes a clear standard 
for the exchange of information between Council and the community through different methods. It 
will also guide decision making around how to solve common problems and deliver services.

2. Scope
This Policy applies to the Councillors and employees (including full time, part time, casual 
employees, agency staff and students), volunteers and Community Asset Committees created 
under Section 65 of the Local Government Act 2020.  The Policy is also applied in the 
management of contractors, volunteer groups and consultants of Mount Alexander Shire Council.
In setting out a vision for community engagement and the guiding principles, this Policy 
acknowledges that processes will be different for individual engagements, depending on the topic, 
stakeholders involved and the outcomes anticipated. Effective application of the Policy will involve 
a range of approaches and methods of community engagement based on best practice principles 
outlined in the IAP2 Spectrum of Participation. The organisation will apply a risk lens to determine 
the level of impact, the need for community engagement and the appropriate level.

Council may undertake community engagement on a variety of issues that are not specified in the 
Local Government Act 2020 where the community can influence a project or outcome. This may 
include: 

 Development of strategies that guide future decision-making and service delivery. 
 How Council allocates resources to services and projects through its annual budget. 
 New or revised policies.
 Changes to service delivery, including discontinuing or altering a service, and 

identifying new opportunities or areas for improvement. 
 Infrastructure projects, including construction, alteration or closure of buildings and 

facilities. 
 A major issue is raised and requires a decision.
 Projects, including those that may significantly impact the environment. 

This policy applies only to matters requiring a decision by the organisation or Council. 

Roles and Responsibilities
All Councillors and employees are responsible for the success of this Policy, as guided by the 
associated Framework, Tool Kit and protocols.

Councillors must ensure that appropriate community engagement has been undertaken to inform 
their decision making. Councillors to agree to the form of community engagement at the onset of 
key projects and as part of decision making at project completion.

Council’s Executive Team will recommend to Council the appropriate level of community 
engagement, evaluate the effectiveness and lead improvements based on findings.
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Council employees will ensure that sufficient consultation and community engagement has been 
undertaken based on the scope of this Policy.

Exclusion to Scope
When a decision has already been made, or there is no genuine opportunity for the community to 
influence a decision, Council will inform the community of its implementation, such as processes 
imposed by other Victorian legislation. 

3. Policy 
Mount Alexander Shire Council is committed to:

- Ensuring that community engagement is integrated into Council core business to support 
decision making, build relationships and strengthen communities and seek improvement 
opportunities. 

- Assessing the need and scope of community engagement at the planning stage of any 
project or initiative, when:

 A change in service, activities, user group or major infrastructure is considered
 An issue is raised and requires a decision
 More information or evidence is required
 There is an opportunity for stakeholders to influence a Council project or its 

outcome

- Determining the level of community engagement based on a wide range of factors, 
including but not limited to:

 Who is impacted by the project or decision
 The extent of the impact on the community
 Consideration of community concerns and priorities
 Consideration of project timeframes and resources
 An identified genuine need to engage
 Legislative, mandated or regulatory requirements.

- Ensuring adequate resources are available to deliver the community engagement.

Other factors may also influence the level of community engagement undertaken such as budget 
limitations and need for urgent decisions in times of emergency.

The implementation of this Policy will be through the development of a Community Engagement 
Framework and Toolkit to support genuine community engagement. This will incorporate the IAP2 
Spectrum of Participation, which defines the level of public participation and the publics’ role in 
engagement, ranging from inform, consult, involve, collaborate and empower. 
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4. Principles
The Policy is underpinned by the following six (6) principles:

Transparent

This means that when Council engages with the community it:

- Has clearly defined objectives and scope
- Provides clarity on which aspects are negotiable or not
- Outlines the level of participation (inform, consult, involve, collaborate or empower).

Timely and relevant

This means when Council engages with the community it:

- Provides objective, relevant and clear information on the matter that is the subject of 
community engagement

- Allows reasonable timeframes for engagement.

Inclusive

This means that when Council engages with the community it actively seeks to:

- Engage with representatives including persons and groups affected by the matter that is 
the subject of community engagement.

- Engage with parts of the community who have historically not been involved in decision 
making.

- Reach marginalised and disenfranchised groups in the community.

Accessible participation

This means that when Council engages with the community it will:

- Provide a variety of communication methods that suit the needs of the community, and 
reasonable support, to enable meaningful and informed engagement.

- Support all participants to engage and reduce barriers to participation. 
- Use culturally appropriate engagement methods. 
- Support people to be involved in the ways that are most relevant to them. 
- Engage with people in the places they are connected to, and in spaces that are welcoming 

and accessible.

Closes the loop

- This means that when Council engages with the community it will inform the community 
about how their input has or will influence Council’s decision making.
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Evaluate

- This means that when Council engages with the community it will evaluate the community 
engagement process to assess whether the objectives and outcomes have been achieved 
and identify opportunities for improvement.

5. Engagement
Community engagement is conducted for a specific purpose that has been identified by Council 
when it is required to make a decision. 

In determining the need for engagement, the intended outcomes and benefits that may be derived 
from the engagement, what resources will be required and how the information gathered could 
assist Council’s decision making are all considered. These considerations demonstrate when 
community engagement will enhance the work of Council. 

Deliberative engagement methods will be used where required under the Local Government Act 
2020. In keeping with past practices, deliberative engagement methods may be considered for 
other community engagement opportunities. 

Deliberative engagement does apply to the following: 

 The development of the Community Vision 
 The development of the Council Plan 
 The development of the Financial Plan 
 The development of the Asset Plan. 

The Community Engagement Guidelines for staff provide the detail on how to develop a 
deliberative community engagement process. 

6. Definitions of Abbreviations Used
A table of terms and their definitions as they relate to the policy  

Term Definition
Community People, organisations and Traditional Owners who live in, are ratepayers of 

and/or conduct business or activities in Mount Alexander Shire Council.
Community 
engagement

A planned process in which Council and the community exchange information 
through different methods and take actions to solve common problems, 
deliver services or make decisions.

Deliberative 
Engagement

Means a method of engagement process with a select group of participants. 
The process focuses on a defined issue. It weighs up options and provides 
recommendations to decision-makers.

International IAP2 is a leading organisation in public engagement practice and has a 
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Association for 
Public 
Participation 
Australasia 
(IAP2)

series of tools which support the delivery of engagement, specifically core 
values, public participation spectrum, code of ethics for public participation 
practitioners, and quality assurance standards.

IAP2 Public 
Participation 
Spectrum

Defines the level of participation and the public’s role in an engagement 
process ranging from inform, consult, involve, collaborate and empower.

Risk levels Determines the level of real or percieved impact (high to low) across the shire 
or on a local area, small community or user group of a specific facility or 
service.

Stakeholder Individuals, group of individuals, organisations or political entities with a 
specific stake in an outcome of a decision or the impact of a strategy, project 
or proposition.

VAGO Victorian Auditor-General Office

VLGA Victorian Local Government Association
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7. Human Rights Statement

Human Rights Statement
It is considered that this policy does not impact negatively on any rights identified in the Charter of 
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act (2006).  Mount Alexander Shire Council is committed to 
consultation and cooperation between management and employees.  Mount Alexander Shire 
Council will formally involve the Workplace Consultative Committee in any workplace change that 
may affect employees.
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Submission to council on the Community 
Engagement Policy

Bronwen Machin, 
Bronwen.machin@iinet.net.au
0438 867 183
14 January 2021

Introduction
The draft Community Engagement Policy is a very important document that if 
implemented properly could significantly improve the information Councillors 
need to make their decisions. The draft is a very good start and it could be made 
more readable and complete.

My main concerns are:

 A lack of clarity about why this policy is being proposed.
 Confusion about the roles of various parts of the Council Organisation in 

making decisions
 Confusion about deliberative democracy practices and why, how and 

when they will be employed

My comments are structured around the current Draft Policy.

1. Purpose
Having a “Why we are doing this” statement in the Purpose or somewhere in the 
document is useful both for the staff who have to abide by the policy and for the 
public. It establishes the framework in which the policy will be enacted, making 
the Policy profoundly more guiding and relevant.

Recommendation 1:  Begin the Purpose section with something similar to:

“Mount Alexander Council recognises that the involvement of our communities in 
making decisions and plans is fundamental to good governance. This policy 
establishes a clear standard of engagement, having regard to the significance, 
complexity and anticipated level of impact associated with decisions made 
regarding major projects, policies, strategies and service planning.”

2. Scope

Recommendation 2.  Make the Table at the bottom of page 3 relevant by 
giving it a heading, or make its connection to other parts of the Draft Policy 
clear, or remove it.

mailto:Bronwen.machin@iinet.net.au
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Is it the risk lens table? How does it relate to the third point under 3. Policy, 
“Determining the level of community engagement based on a wide range of 
factors..” and its associated dot points? Is the table needed at all?

The table refers to the possible level s of impact without defining how the impact 
will be measured. Are High and Low levels defined by community outrage, cost 
to ratepayers in the short and long term, reputation, disruption to services? For 
example, the recent decision to approve the Camp Reserve Master Plan could be 
seen a Local issue, perhaps even Low Local. However, implementing the Master 
Plan will take several years and will impact on several budgets. It will be 
competing with other facilities for grants and ratepayers’ funds. 

The scope is clear that the policy applies to anyone working for or with Council 
and the Council organisation, but doesn’t make clear their responsibilities. It is 
important that responsibility is identified in the Policy rather than the 
operational implementation document, because it is in the Policy that Council 
makes clear that it has ownership of the engagement process as well as making 
the final decision.

Recommendation 3: Make clear who has responsibilities for deciding on 
the method of engagement by incorporating something similar to the table 
below: 

Who Roles and Responsibilities
Councillors Has the final decision on the appropriate level of 

community engagement and the final decision about the 
acceptance of feedback from the community

Executive Team  Recommends to Council the appropriate level of 
community engagement based on the risk lens 
applied to the issue (what ever that means!)

 Evaluating the success of community engagement 
and leading improvements in the implementation of 
community engagement throughout the organisation

Staff and contractors Ensure that community engagement is consistent with 
this policy

If this recommendation is implemented then the words in 5. Engagement will 
need to be modified as it implies that officers are solely responsible for 
determining the method of engagement:

“Community Engagement is conducted for a specific purpose that has been 
identified by Council when it is required to make a decision.

In determining the need for engagement, officers consider the intended outcomes 
and benefits that will be derived from the engagement…”

Out of scope

It might be useful to have a sub heading in this section of “Out of scope”.  It 
makes it easier to follow the policy. 
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Recommendation 4:  Add out an of scope section that includes the 
statement already in the Draft Policy” When a decision has already been 
made or there is no genuine opportunity for the community to influence a 
decision…”, plus consider adding:

 “The policy does not apply to community engagement processes that are 
subject to prescribed processes imposed by other Victorian legislation such 
as land-use planning applications or other Council processes such as service 
requests or complaints.

 Council is not the lead agency in the consultation process.”

3. Policy 
No Comment

4. Principles
It would be much easier to understand in a table form. As it is, the eye has to 
travel a long way and deal with repetitive sentences.

Recommendation 5: change the list of principles into a table, such as:

Principle Policy Statements
Transparent The community engagement will:

 Have clearly defined objectives and scope
 Be clear about what is negotiable
 Outline the level of participation (inform, consult, involve, 

collaborate or empower
Timely and 
relevant

Council will:
 Provide objective, relevant and clear information 
 Allow reasonable timeframes for engagement

Inclusive Council will actively seek to engage with representatives 
including persons and groups affected by the matter that is the 
subject of the community engagement

Accessible 
Participation

Council will provide:
 A variety of communication methods that suit the needs of the 

community
 Reasonable support???? (what does this mean? Wyndham 

City says it means:
o Reduce barriers to participation
o Use culturally appropriate engagement methods
o Will support people to be involved in ways that are most 

relevant to them (technology, paper?)
o Will engage with people in places they are connected to 

and in places that are welcoming and accessible)
Closes the 
Loop

Council will inform the community about how their input has or 
will influence Council’s decision making

Evaluate Council will evaluate the community engagement pro cess to 
assess whether the objectives and outcomes have been achieved 
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and identify opportunities for improvement

5. Engagement

Deliberative engagement methods are mentioned, but not their relationship to 
the IAP2 “best practices” referred to earlier in the document. It doesn’t make 
clear that not all deliberative democracy is the full out citizens’ jury format. 
Without some clarification citizens may expect a much greater level of 
deliberative democracy than can be afforded by Council.

Recommendation 6: Include some explanation of how deliberative 
engagement relates to IAP2, such as:

“The Local Government Act 2020 requires that Councils use Deliberative 
engagement processes for the development of the Council Vision, Council Plan, the 
Financial Plan and the Asset plan and for other decision making processes as is 
appropriate. Deliberative Democracy processes ensure that Councils hear from 
people who are not the usual suspects, who are representative of the people 
impacted, who are given expert information and diverse viewpoints, and who have 
the time to reach judgments.

Deliberative Democracy processes can range from:

 Randomly selected people meeting with experts and provided with 
considerable information meeting face to face to reach a judgment, to

 Targeted engagement in which individual opinions are sought based on the 
provision of in depth information.

 Deliberative engagement practices align with the “involve”, “collaborate” and 
“empower” levels of influence on the IAP2 spectrum.”

Mosaic Lab, a consulting company that has worked with Councils to support 
Deliberative Democracy processes, has produced a guide for Councils on how to 
fulfil the Local Government Act 2020 Deliberative Democracy requirements.

https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vic-
engage.files/6716/0507/1557/Deliberative_Engagement_For_Victorian_Councils_EBOOK.pdf

They have identified 10 principles and how they may be applied at different IAP2 
levels. These are summarised below, in table format, because their document is 
beautifully graphically produced and therefore hard to actually get to the bottom 
of what they are saying.  I am not suggesting that the Policy include this table. 

However, I think it important to provide some indication that there is flexibility 
in how deliberative democracy processes can work.

Recommendation 7: Include a short paragraph indicating that Deliberative 
Democracy processes can be applied differently. For example:

https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vic-engage.files/6716/0507/1557/Deliberative_Engagement_For_Victorian_Councils_EBOOK.pdf
https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vic-engage.files/6716/0507/1557/Deliberative_Engagement_For_Victorian_Councils_EBOOK.pdf
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“When deciding the level of deliberative democracy Council will consider the level 
of:

 Complexity of the issue (how hard it is to find a good middle ground or the 
best outcome where there is no right solution)

 Community interest and/or outrage
 Impact on the community”

Principles of Deliberative Democracy according to Mosaic Lab

Principle Long Form 
Deliberation
(equivalent of 
IAP2 
Collaborative)

Short Form
Deliberation 
(equivalent of 
IAP2 Involve/ 
Collaborate)

Low Scale 
deliberation
(equivalent of IAP2 
Involve/Consult)

Influential: 
Decision 
makers will 
give weight to 
the outcomes  

Mayor, Councillors 
and CEO publicly 
commit to the level 
of influence the 
group will have, 
receive the report 
and responds 
quickly and clearly

Mayor, Councillors 
and CEO publicly 
commit to the 
level of influence, 
senior decision 
makers receive 
the report and 
Council quickly 
responds to 
recommendations

No promises made
No presentation to 
Council, report is 
usually summarised by 
officers, senior officers 
are not involved

Deliberative:
Those involved 
will weigh up 
options and 
come to a 
judgment

Participants 
consider all 
information and 
prepare own 
recommendations 
in a process that 
may include some 
response from 
Council on a first 
draft and 
highlighting those 
recommendations 
that have at least 
80% support

Participants 
prepare their own 
ideas and options 
and there may not 
be negotiated 
recommendations 
that has an 80% 
support. Council 
may not be 
involved in early 
comments on 
recommendations 
during the process

Organisation presents 
options and 
participants share their 
thinking but no shared 
ideas or levels of 
agreement sought

Informative: 
participants 
will have 
detailed, in 
depth and 
balanced 
information, 
including the 
views of 
experts and 

Extensive 
information is 
provided to the 
group before and 
during the process, 
including fact 
checks, 
organisational 
speakers, external 
speakers with 

A background 
document is 
prepared and 
Council responds 
to questions 
throughout the 
process.
The group hears 
from curated, 
diverse speakers 

Clear, simple 
background material is 
provided. The 
organisation responds 
to questions during the 
process
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Principle Long Form 
Deliberation
(equivalent of 
IAP2 
Collaborative)

Short Form
Deliberation 
(equivalent of 
IAP2 Involve/ 
Collaborate)

Low Scale 
deliberation
(equivalent of IAP2 
Involve/Consult)

interest groups expertise and 
perhaps opposing 
views. The group 
can ask for 
speakers

selected by 
Council

Representative: 
the group is 
selected to 
represent the 
whole 
community 
using 
independent 
and random 
processes

Fully randomised 
and stratified 
sample of the 
community 
independently 
recruited and 
stratified to match 
key demographics 
to ensure they 
represent the 
community 
affected by the 
decision

Fully or partly 
randomised 
group, possibly 
includes targeted 
participants

Self selected 
participants, invited 
stakeholders and 
where possible some 
randomly recruited 
participants

Time: generally 
three to four 
days

4 to 6 days 2 to 3 days. 
Participants may 
also be asked to 
undertake their 
own local 
conversations 
using a 
deliberative style 
conversation kit

Participants may be 
asked to deliberate in 
different ways, not 
always face to face.eg, 
values based 
survey/poll, a 
deliberative on-line 
asynchronous 
conversation, no time 
for dialogue or 
resolving different 
views.

Mosaic identifies five other Deliberative Democracy principles, which were not 
addressed when they identified the differences between Long Form, Short Form 
and Low Scale deliberative practices: 

 Blank Page Report – it isn’t a choice between pre-given options
 Clear remit: the question is clear and gets to the heart of the complex 

problem
 Transparent: the deliberation is done in public and the resulting report 

made public immediately 
 Independent facilitation
 Inclusive: barriers to participation are removed.



From:                                 Sharon Fraser
Sent:                                  Fri, 15 Jan 2021 04:13:34 +0000
To:                                      info
Cc:                                      Lexi Randall-L'Estrange
Subject:                             Community engagement Policy

Hi, 
Thank you for the opportunity of providing feedback on the community engagement policy in the Mt 
Alexander Shire Council. My overall feedback is good work the following suggestions and questions are 
seen as ways of enhancing and strengthening the policy. 
On reading the policy I was left with the following comments/questions: 

1. It feels like the policy position of Council on community engagement is implied in this document 
rather than transparently stated. Ie the Community re seen as influencers and informers of 
decisions. Council makes all decisions. If this is the case state it clearly. If not….. 

a. What is the policy position on the role of the community in decision making with/for/by 
Council and how can this be reflected in this policy?  

b. When will the community inform, influence, partner/collaborate decide?  
c. What decisions is the community a part of the decision making not only influencing? I 

understand that there are many statutory processes where Council needs to be the sole 
decision making body but for other areas when des the community decision or partner 
in the decision making? 

2. I think the definition and reference to deliberative processes needs development. The basis of 
deliberative processes reads as if it is ‘consultation’ by another name when it is a way of 
involving the community in developing an understanding of the issues being explored as well as 
co-designing solutions. The idea is that a diverse group of stakeholders/thinkers come together 
to explore the data, story/narratives and systems information to understand the situation and 
then to propose a way forward that has shared commitment and ownership. How can this be 
embedded in the policy? 

3. How much is community engagement seen as a ‘must do’ in the Local Government Act versus’ 
we really want to be inclusive in our work with the community’? 

4. Are the principles outlined in the draft policy scoped in enough detail and brought to life in the 
policy? For example there is a principle about Accessible communication. This seems to be 
about methods of telling people something – we will tell the community how to talk to us 
through a variety of platforms , not method for listening, we are open to accessing information 
that the community wants us to hear. 

5. What is the policy position for community engagement when the community is driving the 
agenda? eg in the negative: ‘Council won’t close our pool’ or , in the positive: there is a 
community group brings an affordable housing proposal to Council. 

6. A community engagement policy is a potentially powerful tool for Council to engage with their 
constituents and the broader communities across the shire. I think the current policy may 
undersell the potential that this process offers to Councillors and Council Officers alike. 

I wish you well in your work, an important area for our communities and our Council. 

Kind regards 



Sharon Fraser 
Founding Director 
M. + 61 400 748 065 
LinkedIn 
clarioncall.com.au 
 

Network Member Collaboration for Impact 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sharonfraserconsulting
https://clarioncall.com.au/clarion-call/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


SUBMISSION TO MOUNT ALEXANDER SHIRE COUNCIL
On the Community Engagement Policy

Cathy Wheel
Cathywheel450@gmail.com
0439 964 179

17 January 2021 

Relevant and important resources
MosaicLab has produced a book and trainings targeting local government in Victoria, to 
assist with the deliberative engagement process.  Please see A Short Guide to Deliberative 
Engagement: https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vic-
engage.files/6716/0507/1557/Deliberative_Engagement_For_Victorian_Councils_EBOOK.pdf

 
Draft Community Engagement Policy
My concerns about the Community Engagement Policy take the form of a series of 
questions.

Deliberation
 Who will decide what issues are important enough for deliberative engagement 

process? Who can initiate this process?
 Who will decide on the deliberation format?
 Who will decide on the facilitator?

Representation
Deliberative engagement requires a range of everyday people to represent the 
community.  Community Asset Committees are not representative, nor are special 
interest groups or advocates.

 How will participants be invited to participate in the deliberation process?
 In Accessible Participation, what does ‘reasonable support’ mean?
 Who is responsible for ensuring that barriers are removed so that everyone can 

participate?

      Closing the Loop
 Who is responsible for informing the community of the influence their 

deliberations have had on the decisions made?

Summary
I find this policy unclear in its definitions, allocation of responsibilities, purpose and tasks.  
Clarifying who is responsible and able to initiate this deliberative engagement would be 
helpful.

Identifying and defining ‘impact’ and, therefore, the level of risk, and where the community 
sits with regard to their right/ability to call attention to something that is important enough 
to warrant a deliberative process is essential.

mailto:Cathywheel450@gmail.com
https://www.mosaiclab.com.au/
https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vic-engage.files/6716/0507/1557/Deliberative_Engagement_For_Victorian_Councils_EBOOK.pdf
https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vic-engage.files/6716/0507/1557/Deliberative_Engagement_For_Victorian_Councils_EBOOK.pdf


There are well-informed consultants who have been offering free trainings and resources 
specifically for local government in Victoria to assist with the changes to the Act and 
deliberative community engagement.  See my comment on resources above.  There is well-
resourced assistance available. 



What do you like about the draft
community engagement policy? What don't you like about the draft policy?

What would you like to see changed
or improved? Please provide any additional feedback below:

Please register your
name and email
address. Email address:

Community group/
organisation (optional):

Please let
us know if
you would
like to stay
informed
about this
project

Supporting
documentation

it is an attempt to comply with the
new Local Government Act

It is unclear about definitions of officers and impact. It is unclear about deliberation,
allocation of responsibility and community representation.

please see my attached submission
and comments

please advise how community submissions
influence this policy

Cathy Wheel cathywheel450@gm
ail.com

individual Yes See
DOC/21/2134

The Draft Community Engagement
Policy is clear and well structured. It
references broader policy and
planning documents, and is driven
by a set of principles.

The document is not sufficiently aspirational.  The document should make clear that
there is an intention to maximise and broaden community engagement where
possible.  The document states that the Council will outline the level of participation
(inform, consult, involve, collaborate or empower) (Section 4, Pg, 4), but the level of
participation at the lower end of this spectrum is minimal. A better approach would be
to try and maximise the level of participation, where possible.  In Section 2 the
following statement appears 'This policy applies only to matters requiring a decision
by the organisation' (pg. 3).  This type of statement is to council-focused, and
obviates that decisions often  made with or by community members, or by councillors
on behalf of the community.  In the same section, a set of 'high' and 'low' scenarios
are given.  These two sets appear to be too divergent, and the addition of a 'medium'
scenario would be beneficial.   Section 7 which relates to human rights only refers to
the attribute of the policy not impacting negatively on human rights.  It would be better
to say the community engagement promotes and fulfils human rights.   As stated by
the Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights, United Nations: 'Political and
public participation rights play a crucial role in the promotion of democratic
governance, the rule of law, social inclusion and economic development, as well as in
the advancement of all human rights.    The right to participate in political and public
life is important in empowering individuals and groups, and is essential to eliminate
marginalization and discrimination. Participation rights are inseparably linked to other
human rights such as the rights to peaceful assembly and association, freedom of
opinion and expression and the rights to education and to information.'  See:
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Pages/EqualParticipation.aspx  It would be useful to
see in this document an explicit intent of community engagement attempting to
address and overcome the marginalisation of disadvantaged sections of the
community eg single parent households, refugees and migrants, people with disability
etc.

This is detailed in the previous
section.

Overall,  Mt Alexander Shire would be better
served by a more aspirational document which
promotes community engagement and an act
with empowers the community, including
marginalised groups and supports human
rights.

Ian Patrick oberon@ianpatrick.c
om.au

Rural Australians for
Refugees (Castlemaine)

Yes

The fact that it clearly defines the
role and responsibilities of those
involved in any engagement
process.  It also appears to be an
honest attempt at community
engagement - time will tell!

The fact that it is a government legal document doesn't make it very easy to read - but
this information is necessary.

If a template for each engagement
process could be used to track the
progress of the engagement that
would ensure reporting back to close
the loop and also keep the public
informed.

If it was possible to produce a graphic that
promotes the process in a clear and easy
format so that it could be presented to the
public at different times that would be an
indication of how important the Council
regards the process - and would subsequently
help in keeping the community engaged.

Marie Jones goldenpoint2@bigpo
nd.com

Golden Point Landcare,
Chewton Domain Society,
Connecting Country,
Friends of the Box-
Ironbark Forestss

Yes

There isn’t enough detail 1) A commitment to deliberative
engagement processes being
representative     2) a commitment
under inclusiveness to be
representative as well as specifically
to engage with marginalised and hard
to reach people     3) a commitment to
deep and active listening and
involvement from Council that is
proactive

Lexi Randall-
L’Estrange

Lexi.lestrange@gma
il.com

Democracy for Dinner Yes

The guiding principles It feels quite vague Identification of specific priority
cohorts, or groups in the community
who are likely to have less agency to
have their voice heard, who will be
targeted through community
engagement processes and practices

In my experience, engagement with Council
has required me looking for opportunities to
engage, rather than Council actively and
creatively looking for ways to engage with me,
my family, my friends and networks etc.  This
creates the risk that the same people or
groups of people in community, who are
seeking to be actively engaged in Council
decision making processes, will be the ones
whose opinions are considered again and
again.  There needs to be a commitment to
trying a broad range of techniques for
engaging a cross section of community.

Sarah Day contact.sarah.day@
gmail.com

Yes

Has good intentions Reads like the outcomes are predetermined and there is no acknowledgement of
potential failure. No flexibility to have more than one go at it.

Inbuilt flexibility and the concept that
failure is only the beginning in
possibly getting a good outcome.

Should consider design thinking David Bannear Dbannear@hotmail.
com

Castlemaine Rocky
Riders Mountain Bike
Club

Yes

clearly written all the past seems obvious - so council would presumably already undertake these
steps and meansures to ensure community engagement. now we have some sort of
'charter' people can nitpick if they wish

in the document or in the actual
community engagement?  as far as i
can tell, community engagement
means listening to what ratepayers
say, but then council will do as they
please anyway. might be good to
have some sort of online voting for
high impact proposals.

since i have the chance - we're recent arrivals
(4 years) who chose this area because of its
country town, castlemaine - friendly,
accessible, not too busy, heritage aware. it
seems this is about to change for the worse.
large supermarket? mall instead of slow
traffic? these are reasons why bendigo is now
no longer attractive.

a. don eldon@verbosity.org No
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Bronwen Machin
Not specified (local resident and
former Councillor) Bronwen.machin@iinet.net.au

Cathy Wheel
Not specified (also member of
MASDAG) cathywheel450@gmail.com

Sharon Fraser
Clarion Call (note also on board of
CDCH) sharon@clarioncall.com.au
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